
Chloe: Thank you for being here. Let’s move around and sit by someone new.

   Congratulations Aubrey. How do you feel
   Aubrey: I feel fine.

Chloe Congrats Emily! 80k!
   We miss Aimee and make sure to wish her a happy birthday.
   Nick Marr is going to present for us (Homecoming Allocations

Nick: I’m here to ask for more money. The total cost of Hoco is right around $60k, and our cac allocation is $4k. Current Event cost is 1518% of event allocation. Here’s a graph. A lot of our contributions from Alumni. By that, I mean they gives us just money and discounted prices for things. Same with Lloyd Noble. Class Council gives us the third most money. Class Council helps us pay $10,000 for shirts.

   When they give us this money though, they will give us stipulations so that money is for specific things. They also just tell what to do with the money for events including the name to Alumni Association Homecoming.

   How we compare. We are in a three-way tie for 8th. We’re tied with Mom’s Day and HSLC. Those events deserve every amount of money that they are allocated. I just wanted to compare.

HSLC Cost is $35,000 and a lot of money is made from registration fees.
GC Allocations = $5,972.52 – It’s interesting to note that we give more money to ourselves than Homecoming.

Why we’re asking. I understand this money won’t affect my homecoming, because the budget has already been set. Also, new traditions and new legacies. Also run your event like a business. It doesn’t make since business why because we’re slowly losing the name CAC Homecoming. Also if more people are asking more money out of us, then we have that responsibility to do that. Mentions OU Unheard Daily quote saying that the end result just wasn’t there.

Possibilities to spend that money. Asking for 6,000 more to make CAC the largest contributer to Homecoming. Use yearlong events in the Homecoming. $4,000 for Concert for kick off series, OR $2,000 a possible speaker or comedian.

Questions.
Silas: If you had $6,000, would you try hit your benchmarksevery time.
Nick: There are budget cuts, but I would love to
Alexis: So would CAC take a hit?
Chloe: No
Alexis: That doesn't come out of student fees?
Chloe: I would go to the SGa funding committee and show them how we're using this money. I think there's a chance that'll affect all of us. If they do not accept it, then it'll come from our holding account. So no event would lose money.
Alexis: Second Question: You want to be more inclusive, but how does a concert be multicultural.
Nick: It doesn't have to be a concert. Some have said a concert. It doesn't matter. It's important thought that we have money to present non-competitive events because we can't lose our competitive events.
Reece: I would say that CAC gets a lot of money and with that we should rethink our allocations,
Emily: how much have you looked into hosting large events that other student organizations put on? For example, hosting a festival another organization goes. It may look bad for us to be doing things internal rather than partner with others.
Chloe: Well its give-take and we've tried both ways. Some groups complain about not partnering and others want to do their own way.
Nick: We tried. And for those who wanted to go their own way.
Chloe: nick give some last comments. If you have questions please come to me, Mk, Elvie and Nick.
Nick: I didn't think this was something that was just cool. It's just a reoccurring problem. A year ago, we had to ask for a loan for RAH Rally. And now the Rah Rally is a main way we receive money.

Chloe: Next meeting we'll also be voting on ID scanners. We want 14. One for each event.
MK. Would people be able to use multiple scanners?
Chloe: Yes.
Reece: 14 seems like too many.
Chloe: There are many events that could use them like Soonerthon and Homecoming

Molly: Vice Chair Day is this Sunday. You’re not required to be there, but your vice chairs will. Also WWW elections are next Thursday.

Matt: CAC Symposium is March 26 1-5. Also heyday people, please tell me if you can't go.
Parker: Matt, I don’t want us to lose money on this for Symposium. Seminar Series didn’t have the turn out we Try telling us ASAP so we can try to recruit and publicize this as fast as we can.
Matt: I’m open to ideas. Hit me up
Bre: An idea, I was planning on us doing is having us misaers after our meetings by ending our meetings earlier.

Daniela: What happens to our money at the end of the year, where does it go? Johnson: It goes to our holding account.

Elvie: I don’t remember my updates. MK: Fill out your survey. This is to get you guys thinking about your retreat. Also, I’m making a packet. Bring your favorite salty and sweet snack. Elvie: An office of university of diversity scholarship is up. Meatball House is interested in doing sponsorship. Papa Johns is doing this thing we’re they have promo code where a certain percentage goes to them and you get the other.

Updates
Chloe: Jim Thorpe needs to be cleaned out by March 1. Elvie: we have to clean it up because it needs be storm safe. Chloe: You can go to each other’s exec meetings. Also know that your liasons really want to be involved. Chloe: If we’re hosting a CAC events, you guys are the ones who have direct contact. You need to carry your own weight and reach out to people. Nick: Applications are out! It’s a little low right now. Emily: Thank you everyone for yesterday Aubrey: We had our biggest kick off event. I don’t know who’s applying, but they’ll be great
Matt: Open House is next Tuesday in Connoco. 7-8
Alex: I will be overseeing HSLC, Mom’s Day and Soonerthon.
Parker: First meeting is the 9. It’s on Tuesday’s. We have a development day on Feb 13. I’ll be getting vice chairs together to make a creative committee to help the Spark members
Liz: Just waiting on people to apply.
Bre: I want to email the apps, since they are due to 5th. I want to work extnerally and the ambassadors will work internally. The next ambassador apps will come with the spring
Silas: Most HSLC applications we ever expected. We’ve got logisitics figured out. We’re going to have students give back to HSLC and we’ll have them make blankets. Kylee: Issues with Jim Thorpe. Registration open today. Look into Joey: Fall Apps. Open House Applications. Email me about website updates. New fall chairs expect a meeting
Susan: Our applications are out! We need more people to apply.
Cherrish: No date for Mom’s Day
Kalsey: Figuring out what our dates are. We’re bringing a Before I Die board to the South Oval. Changing board name to Before I Die, I want to Create...
Reece: Sent an offer to Cecily Strong from SNL.
Daniela: Film Festival deadline is approaching Dayten: I’ve got Howdy Week, Scandals and College Bowl.
Kitty: We’ve had a great sponsorship team. We have auditions on Valentine’s Day.
Johnson: looking for future ways to budget for people outside of OU.
Quy: we're having an all new staff.